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ALTERED SKY

“Upbeat, punkish sensibility, 
wrapped up in infectious strains 

of radio-friendly American  
college rock”

The Scotsman

“They’re Scottish and brilliant!”

Kerrang Radio

“Rising star rockers Altered Sky 
are making a name for  

themselves “

Evening Times

click an image to watch music videos
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ALTERED SKY

Open your eyes and look to the Altered Sky!

In the words of lyricist Ana Nowosielska, the Glasgow rock band are “painting stories in real life” 
with their infectious brand of pop-rock. Not only female fronted but backed by a female drummer, 
Altered Sky stand out from the crowd with their uncynical self-belief and upbeat, punkish sensibility 
which is the backbone to their radio-friendly college rock.

Formed in 2010, this hard-working band have travelled along the traditional route of playing small 
venues up and down the country. Those efforts look set to bear fruit as the stages, crowds and fanbase 
all become bigger, alongside the bands they are playing with.

Career highlights so far include two supports with We Are The In Crowd at the Liquid Rooms, 
Edinburgh, one of which was opening Slam Dunk Scotland 2014. The band have also supported 
The Wonder Years, Decade, State Champs, A Loss For Words and Neck Deep. A RockSound 
feature on Glasgow bands described them as “offering a sugary sweet take on things, with a 
high quality and class that should see them break beyond the Scottish border soon”, plus a 
Kerrang!'s 'From Megastars To The Next Big Thing' feature on Scottish bands which claimed "with 
all that talent oozing out of one small country, it looks like Scotland rocks even more than ever."

Following headline shows in the Garage, Glasgow and London’s famous 100 Club in Camden the 
band launched their current EP ‘Stop And Live’ which was a follow-up to the critically acclaimed ‘In 
This World’.
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ALTERED SKY

Both ‘Where I Belong’ and ‘Live For It’ which feature on the EP have received airplay on 
Kerrang! Radio, Planet Rock, Scuzz & K-ROQ as well as a large number of independent stations 
across the world, and the video for ‘Where I Belong’ was premiered on Kerrang!'s website. The 
band have recently been championed on Kerrang! by self-confessed fan and presenter Johnny 
Doom.

Recorded in Cardiff’s famous Longwave Studios, ‘Stop And Live’ was produced by Romesh Dodangoda 
who has worked with the likes of Twin Atlantic, Bullet For My Valentine, The Blackout, Funeral For 
A Friend.

In December, the band are entering Longwave Studios once again; this time to record their debut 
full-length album, which will be completely self-financed. Backed by several PR campaigns, Altered 
Sky plan to do a run of in-store appearances in the likes of Pulp and HMV to promote the album, 
alongside several festival appearances throughout the summer.

The band line-up is: 
Ana Nowosielska  Vocals

Drums/backing vocalsAmy Blair  
Richard Passe Guitar
Ross Archibald  Bass
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The Altered Sky ‘Edu-tour’ is a unique hybrid of an acoustic or full rock performance that can be combined with a careers-
oriented seminar about the music industry that focuses on a student’s potential role as a professional musician. In the 
face of music program cuts across the UK, the ‘Edu-tour’ program is our way of fighting back with an unconventional and 
innovative workshop.

The hour or so presentation is designed to guide students while teaching them that a non-traditional career of any kind 
can be achieved by defining realistic expectations. Topics such as song writing and the pros and cons of treating music as 
a hobby or as a career are explored, as well as how modern-day musicians spend and make money. The challenges facing 
musicians in schools are numerous; this seminar and rock show can be another tool for teachers and administrators.

Feedback from schools can simply be summarised as “inspiring”.

The band are also open to talk about all manner of subjects close to home such as drug & alcohol abuse, cyber-bullying, 
safety over social networks etc. If there’s anything that individual schools wish us to highlight we can accommodate 
suggestions.

The ‘Edu-tour’ experience has already been shared with schools across Glasgow and Edinburgh and on each occasion the 
band have been invited back.
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UPCOMING TOUR DATES:
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SPONSORS + ENDORSEMENTS
CLICK A LOGO TO VISIT THE COMPANY WEBSITE
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ALTERED SKY
STAGE PLAN

ELEMENTS WHICH THE BAND ARE WILLING TO SHARE WITH 
OTHER ACTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BLUE

AMP HEAD:
BLACKSTAR HT STAGE 100 
4 OHM, 8 OHM, 16 OHM OUTPUT

SPEAKER CABINET:
Marshall 1960TV 4x12”
16 OHM INPUT - 100W RMS MAX

WIRELESS SYSTEM:
LINE6 G10

POWER REQUIREMENTS:
BEHIND BACKLINE - 2 SOCKETS
FRONT OF STAGE - 2 SOCKETS

AMP HEAD:
HARTKE
8 OHM OUTPUT - CAN ALSO D.I.

SPEAKER CABINETS:
HARTKE 4x10”
HARTKE 1x16”

WIRELESS SYSTEM:
NONE

POWER REQUIREMENTS:
BEHIND BACKLINE - 2 SOCKETS
FRONT OF STAGE - 2 SOCKETS

SHELLS
BASS DRUM, FLOOR TOM AND 
HIGH RACK TOM

HARDWARE + BREAKABLES
CYMBALS, SNARE AND STANDS 
WILL NOT BE SHARED

MICING
PLEASE PROVIDE A VOCAL 
MICROPHONE AND STAND, TO 
BE POSITIONED BEHIND HI-HAT

POWER REQUIREMENTS:
NONE

MICING:
USES OWN (WIRED) MIC:
SENNHEISER E950.
PLEASE PROVIDE A LONG XLR TO 
ALLOW MOBILITY ON STAGE

POWER REQUIREMENTS:
NONE

AMP HEAD:
BLACKSTAR SERIES ONE 100 
4 OHM, 8 OHM, 16 OHM OUTPUT

SPEAKER CABINET:
ENGL A E 412 SS 4x12”
8 OHM INPUT - 240W RMS MAX

WIRELESS SYSTEM:
LINE6 G50

ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC GUITAR:
D.I. PREFERRED, ALTERNATIVELY 
THROUGH GUITAR AMP  

POWER REQUIREMENTS:
BEHIND BACKLINE - 2 SOCKETS
FRONT OF STAGE - 2 SOCKETS
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ALTERED SKY

Contact Reaction Management if you have any queries about the band.

http://reactionmanagements.com
info@reactionmanagements.com  

Reaction Management 
2/2 46 Elderpark Street 

Glasgow
Scotland
G51 3SU
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